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Abstract
The 1991 eruption of Mount Pinatubo generated extreme sediment yields from watersheds heavily impacted by pyroclastic
flows. Bedload sampling in the Pasig – Potrero River, one of the most heavily impacted rivers, revealed negligible critical shear
stress and very high transport rates that reflected an essentially unlimited sediment supply and the enhanced mobility of particles
moving over a smooth, fine-grained bed. Dimensionless bedload transport rates in the Pasig – Potrero River differed
substantially from those previously reported for rivers in temperate regions for the same dimensionless shear stress, but were
similar to rates identified in rivers on other volcanoes and ephemeral streams in arid environments. The similarity between
volcanically disturbed and arid rivers appears to arise from the lack of an armored bed surface due to very high relative sediment
supply; in arid rivers, this is attributed to a flashy hydrograph, whereas volcanically disturbed rivers lack armoring due to
sustained high rates of sediment delivery. This work suggests that the increases in sediment supply accompanying massive
disturbance induce morphologic and hydrologic changes that temporarily enhance transport efficiency until the watershed
recovers and sediment supply is reduced. D 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Post-eruption sediment transport and deposition are
major problems associated with explosive volcanic
eruptions because these processes can cause widespread damage long after eruptions cease. Rivers
impacted by volcanic eruptions have the highest
recorded specific sediment yields (Fig. 1) due to
increased runoff and erosion from hillslopes mantled
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with fine-grained tephra, the destruction of stabilizing
vegetation, and accompanying channel changes
(Swanson et al., 1983; Collins and Dunne, 1986;
Leavesley et al., 1989; Smith and Lowe, 1991; Pierson
et al., 1992, 1996; Major et al., 1996). Although high
erosion rates were previously described at several
volcanoes (Segerstrom, 1950, 1960, 1966; Waldron,
1967; Ollier and Brown, 1971), detailed work following the 1980 eruption of Mount St. Helens increased
recognition of the potential impacts of explosive eruptions on the hydrology of the surrounding landscape
(Lisle et al., 1983; Swanson et al., 1983; Janda et al.,
1984a,b; Collins and Dunne, 1986; Meyer and Martinson, 1989; Dinehart, 1998; Simon, 1999; Major et al.,
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Fig. 1. Annual specific sediment yield versus watershed area of the
Pasig – Potrero River draining Mount Pinatubo in 1991 – 1995
(PHIVOLCS, personal communication, 1998), the Toutle River
draining Mount St. Helens, 1980 – 1984 (Dinehart, 1998), and the S.
Cikunir River draining Galunggung volcano in Indonesia, 1982 –
1985 (Hirao and Yoshida, 1989), indicating significantly higher
sediment yields in the first 4 years following explosive volcanic
eruptions than in 280 rivers not impacted by volcanic eruptions
(Milliman and Syvitski, 1992). Values plotted for Pinatubo and
Galunggung were calculated from annual accumulated deposit
volumes converted using average bulk deposit densities of 1.3 g/
cm3, and underrepresent the total sediment yields since they are
based solely on terrestrial overbank deposits.

2000). Since then, studies at Galunggung volcano in
Indonesia (Hamidi, 1989; Hirao and Yoshida, 1989);
Usu, Unzen, and Sakurajima in Japan (Watanabe and
Ikeya, 1981; Kadomura et al., 1983; Shimokawa and
Taniguchi, 1983; Chinen and Kadomura, 1986; Mizuyama and Kobashi, 1996); Ruapehu volcano in New
Zealand (Cronin et al., 1999; Hodgson and Manville,
1999); Parı́cutin in Mexico (Inbar et al., 1994); and
Mayon volcano and Mount Pinatubo in the Philippines
have addressed the hydrologic response following
explosive volcanic eruptions (Rodolfo, 1989; Rodolfo
and Arguden, 1991; Pierson et al., 1992, 1996; Major et
al., 1996; Scott et al., 1996a; Umbal, 1997).

Collins and Dunne (1986) documented that in
volcanically disturbed landscapes, hillslope erosion
rates, which constitute a primary sediment supply to
rivers, decrease exponentially as a rill system develops
and stabilizes. Downstream sediment yields also depend on the rate of river recovery as the hillslope sediment supply decreases over time after an eruption.
The complicating effects of changing sediment supply
and the extreme sediment concentrations measured in
rivers impacted by volcanic eruptions prevent the
application of conventional engineering analyses to
predict sediment transport rates and downstream yields
following an explosive volcanic eruption (Pearson and
Eriksen, 1994). Here we report observations of the
magnitude, processes, and effects of fluvial sediment
transport and deposition on the Pasig –Potrero River
alluvial fan 6 years after the cataclysmic eruption of
Mount Pinatubo. Our analysis shows bedload transport
in volcanically disturbed rivers reflects higher transport
capacities than in their nondisturbed counterparts, and
that arid zone channels provide a better analog for
predicting post-eruption bedload transport due to their
high transport efficiency.
1.1. The 1991 eruption of Mount Pinatubo and
physiographic setting
Mount Pinatubo is located about 100 km northwest
of Manila on the west coast of the island of Luzon as
part of the Luzon volcanic arc (Fig. 2). The volcano
consists of steep, deeply dissected upland slopes
bounded by coalescing, low-gradient alluvial fans built
from products of previous eruptions (Scott et al.,
1996a). The mean annual rainfall at Clark Air Base
(altitude 146 m) is 1950 mm, with 60% of this falling in
July, August, and September (Scott et al., 1996a).
The 1991 eruption of Mount Pinatubo deposited
5 –6 km3 of pyroclastic material on the flanks of the
volcano, filling adjacent river valleys with up to 200
m of volcanic debris (Scott et al., 1996b). Within 3
years, rapid river re-incision had transported a third of
the volcanogenic sediment downstream (Janda et al.,
1996), depositing it on densely populated alluvial fans
(Table 1). Initially, most sediment from Mount Pinatubo was transported in lahars, hyperconcentrated to
debris flows of volcanic material (Janda et al., 1996).
However, as hillslopes stabilized and revegetated and
the channel network reestablished, the threshold rain-
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Fig. 2. This 1991 SLAR image (courtesy of Intermap Technologies) of the east side of Mount Pinatubo shows the extent of valley-filling
pyroclastic flows (outlined in black) and of lahar deposition along the Pasig – Potrero River through 1997 (shaded dark gray). Sample sites (1)
Delta 5, (2) the Angeles – Porac Road, and (3) the Transverse Dike are labeled along the 1997 trace of the Pasig – Potrero River (thin dashed
line). A heavy dashed line marks the upper boundary of the coalescing alluvial fans.

fall necessary for lahar initiation increased (Abigania
et al., 1998), resulting in an increased proportion of
sediment transported by normal river flow.
The Pasig –Potrero River is one of several major
rivers draining the east side of Mt. Pinatubo and is one
of three rivers, including the Sacobia and Abacan
Rivers, draining the Sacobia pyroclastic fan (Fig. 2).
In 1991, pyroclastic flows buried 33% of the Pasig –
Potrero watershed with 0.3 km3 of lithic sand and
pumice, filling the valley to an average depth of 50 m
(Major et al., 1996; Scott et al., 1996b). Since the
cataclysmic eruption in June 1991, secondary explosions in hot pyroclastic-flow deposits and their associated secondary pyroclastic flows further altered
watershed geometry (Umbal, 1997). In October
1993, the Pasig –Potrero River captured a large portion of the Sacobia River watershed, enlarging the

Pasig – Potrero upland from 21 to 44 km2, and greatly
increasing the amount of pyroclastic material available for it to transport.
Upon emerging from the upland at a well-defined
fanhead, the Pasig – Potrero River flows across a lowgradient alluvial fan composed primarily of older
lahar deposits (Fig. 2). On the upper fan, the channel
is about 100 m wide and has incised up to 20 m into
unconsolidated lahar and fluvial deposits below the
pre-eruption surface in many places. Down-fan, the
channel is wider and less incised.
1.2. Sediment transport measurements
We measured sediment transport rates during the
1997 and 1998 rainy seasons at three sites in the Pasig –
Potrero River at and downslope of the alluvial fanhead
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Table 1
Rainfall and lahar deposit volumes for the Pasig – Potrero catchment
1991 – 1997
Year

Annual rainfalla (mm)

Lahar deposit volume (106 m3)b

1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997

2250
2200
2500
2850
2500
2000
1100

50
40
55
140c
90
30
25

a

1991 – 1993 data from PI2, MSAC, FNG rain gauges (Janda
et al., 1996), 1994 – 1997 data from upper Sacobia rain gauge
(Abigania et al., 1998).
b
PHIVOLCS, personal communication, 1998.
c
The increase in sediment yield in 1994 reflects stream piracy
of the upper Sacobia watershed that almost doubled the Pasig –
Potrero watershed area in October 1993.

(Fig. 2; Table 2). The primary sampling site was Delta
5 lahar watch point, 16 river km east of the crater at the
head of the Pasig –Potrero alluvial/lahar fan. At Delta
5, the Pasig – Potrero is an incised, braided, sand- to
gravel-bedded river about 150 m wide; it has a mean
slope of 0.020 determined from a least squares linear
regression of a surveyed long profile.
We sampled sediment by the equal-width increment
method, which is recommended for sampling shallow
streams with an unstable cross-sectional discharge
distribution (Edwards and Glysson, 1988), using a
US Geological Survey DH-48 sampler with a 1/4-in.
(0.64 cm) nozzle for suspended sediment and a USGS
Elwha handheld pressure difference sampler (20  10
cm aperture opening) with a 1-mm mesh bag for
bedload. At discharges >25 m3/s, sediment sampling
was limited to suspended sediment samples taken from
or very near the bank. Bedload discharge was calculated assuming 100% sampler efficiency (D. Childers,
USGS, personal communication, 1997). Owing to the
spatial and temporal variability of channel morphology
observed at the sample reaches, we often sampled
bedload in individual braids rather than across the
whole channel. We divided each braid into 4 to 15
equally spaced cross-sectional segments and collected
samples from the middle of each segment using a 5-s
sampling interval. Each set of bedload measurements
was repeated four times to minimize error caused by
short-term temporal variation, and the sample closest
to the average wet mass was used for laboratory

analysis. All samples were dried and weighed, and
the bedload samples were sieved to remove particles
< 1 mm in diameter, the size of the sampler mesh.
Suspended-sediment concentration was determined by
filtering the samples and then dividing the weight of
the dried sediment by the volume of the total sample.
Bedload and suspended-sediment fluxes were then
correlated to discharge to produce sediment rating
curves.
We estimated discharge by measuring channel
width, depth, and surface velocity at the beginning
and end of each sampling period. We calculated average surface velocity from the mean travel times of an
object floated a known distance along three to four
flow paths across the channel, then multiplied the
average surface velocity by 0.8 to obtain the average
velocity for calculating discharge (Matthes, 1956).
Although we realize our velocity estimates are crude,
more accurate means of measuring velocity were not
available; the high sediment load and large number of
rocks rolling in the flow negated use of a cup meter,
pressure bulb, or more precise instruments and the
substantial amount of magnetite in the sediment prevented use of our sturdier propeller current meter with a
magnetic counter. The uncertainty on measurements of
channel width ( ± 1 m), depth ( ± 0.02 m), and velocity
( ± 0.1 m/s) are relatively small; therefore discharge
estimates are likely within 15 – 20% of the actual
discharge. Discharges >25 m3/s were estimated from
the channel bank because it was impossible to enter the
channel and such measurements are therefore much
more uncertain. During these higher flows, we measured flow depth near the channel bank and estimated
channel-averaged flow depth visually. We confirmed
visual estimates after flow subsided by measuring the
diameters of large rocks previously observed rolling in
the flow. We calculated surface velocity from floating
objects and measured the total incised channel width
before and after the peak flow.

2. Results
Sediment transport rates in the Pasig – Potrero River remained high during the 1997 and 1998 rainy
seasons. Even at very low flow, the water was turbid
and opaque and submerged portions of the riverbed
were continuous moving carpets of mobile grains. At
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all flow stages, we observed larger grains protruding
from the flow, rolling downstream as bedload, and
periodic hydraulic bores like those observed in other
steep shallow channels with fine-grained, non-cohesive, mobile beds (e.g. Fahnestock, 1963; Foley and
Vanoni, 1977; Schumm et al., 1982; Grant, 1997).
At discharges < 25 m3/s, the river was braided with
individual anabranches ranging from shallow, wide
channels to deeper, narrow channels with upstreammigrating and stationary standing waves separated by
low-amplitude bars (Fig. 3A). During storms, flow
tended to rise as individual bores; as flow approached
25 m3/s, water covered the entire incised channel, and
the bed reorganized into channel-wide dunes (Fig.
3B). At these moderate-flow conditions, bank scour
was substantial, rocks up to 1 m in diameter rolled
downstream, and bores passed every 20 – 50 s.
The median grain sizes of the bed surface and
subsurface material, determined from pebble counts
and bed material samples collected at Delta 5, were
9.8 and 2 mm, respectively. These measurements
reflect a fine-grained bed with poorly developed
armoring. Fifty-five percent of the bed surface grains
>2 mm in diameter were sub- to well-rounded pumice
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particles, with the remaining 45% being angular fragments of lithic material. Both grain size and the
proportion of lithic material on the bed surface
decreased down-fan (Table 2).
The channel bed is not only fine-grained but relatively smooth. Roughness values for the three sampled
reaches of the Pasig – Potrero River calculated using
Manning’s equation are similar to values from lowslope, sand-bedded rivers (Simons and Simons, 1987)
but are very low relative to other channels with comparable slopes (Fig. 4).
2.1. Bedload transport
Measured bedload transport rates in the Pasig –
Potrero River at the head of the alluvial/lahar fan were
as high as 93 kg/s for discharges less than 11 m3/s.
Total bedload flux ( Qb) correlated well with discharge, producing a bedload transport rating curve
(Fig. 5) with a least squares regression equation of
Qb ¼ 7:9 Q0:88

ð1Þ

2

(n = 49, R = 0.82, standard error of the estimate =
0.18). Bedload consisted of a mixture of pumice

Fig. 3. Flow stages in the Pasig – Potrero River showing bed reorganization from a braided channel (A) to a fully submerged bed with channelwide dunes (B) as flow rises. The channel is about 80 m wide and flow is from right to left.
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Table 2
Pasig – Potrero alluvial fan sediment sampling sites
Sample site

Delta 5

Distance downstream
from crater (km)
Reach average slope
Median bed surface
grain size (mm)

16
0.020
9.8

Angeles –
Porac Road

Transverse
Dike

24

36

0.009
<2

0.001
<2

particles with an average saturated density of 1.2 ± 0.2
g/cm3 and lithic fragments with an average saturated
density of 2.3 ± 0.2 g/cm3. Although many more
pumice grains were in transport, lithic grains accounted for a mean 43% of the weight of particles >16 mm
in the bedload samples. The grain size of bedload
samples in the 50th weight percentile ranged from 2 to
17 mm with an average of 5 mm. The aperture size of
the bedload sampler limited collection to particles less
than 10  20 cm, but particles >10 cm in diameter
covered only 1% of the bed surface.

Fig. 5. Bedload discharge rating curve for the Pasig – Potrero River
at Delta 5. Data collected during the 1997 and 1998 rainy seasons.

Scatter in the bedload rating curve results from the
variability inherent to bedload transport (Gomez, 1991)
compounded by active braiding (Davies, 1987), error
in estimating discharge, and error in measuring bedload. During the approximately 20-min sampling periods, braids sometimes widened, filled, or shrank as
flow was diverted. The amount of sediment collected
by the bedload sampler was probably influenced by
local channel changes, such as antidune migration,
upstream bank collapse, and the movement of large
rocks. Normalization of subgroup standard deviations
relative to their respective means for each set of four of
channel-wide bedload measurements used to obtain a
single bedload data point, indicated an average 20%
variability per sample.
Bedload transport is typically considered to be a
function of excess shear stress (Gomez and Church,
1989)
qb ¼ aðs0  sc Þb

Fig. 4. Relation between Manning’s roughness coefficient and slope
for the Pasig – Potrero River (open circles) and other mountain
drainage basins reported by Barnes (1967) and Marcus et al. (1992)
(filled circles). The Pasig – Potrero River data were collected at the
study reaches described in Table 1.

ð2Þ

where qb is the unit bedload transport rate that occurs
when the effective basal shear stress (s0) exceeds the
critical shear stress required to mobilize the bed (sc).
The effective basal shear stress acting on individual
grains (s0) is the difference between the total basal
shear stress (so) (the product of fluid density, gravitational acceleration, average flow depth, and the energy slope) and the shear stress dissipated by other
forms of roughness, such as bedforms. Critical shear
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stress (sc) can be determined from a plot of bedload
transport versus total basal shear stress (Fig. 6).
Measurements of unit bedload discharge ( qb) and
total basal shear stress (so) at Delta 5 are well
described by the linear function:
qb ¼ 0:06s0  0:001

ð3Þ

(n = 49, R2 = 0.64, standard error of the estimate =
0.33). Setting qb equal to zero in Eq. (3) indicates a
critical shear stress < 0.02 N/m2, corresponding to a
flow depth < 1 mm for this reach of the Pasig – Potrero
River. This small flow depth is not significantly
different from zero, implying that there is effectively
no minimum threshold discharge for particle motion.
2.2. Suspended load transport
We measured suspended sediment concentrations
of 9 – 293 kg/m3, up to about 20% by volume, at
discharges of 1.2– 66 m3/s in the Pasig – Potrero River
at Delta 5. Suspended-sediment concentration and
discharge demonstrated a strong positive correlation
but exhibited the typical scatter of concentration
versus discharge graphs (Fig. 7). In logarithmic space,
the relation between suspended sediment concentra-

Fig. 7. Suspended sediment concentration versus discharge for the
Pasig – Potrero River at Delta 5, 1997 – 1998.

tion (C) and discharge ( Q) can be described by the
least squares regression equation
C ¼ 9:5Q0:76

ð4Þ

based on 71 composite suspended sediment samples
(R2 = 0.78, standard error of the estimate = 0.18). The
standard deviations of each population of 4 to 10
measurements that composed a single suspended sediment sample averaged 12%. Though discharge only
describes 78% of the variability in suspended sediment
concentration, less than that in the bedload rating curve,
the low variance within individual samples suggests
that the suspended sediment is less subject to sampling
error and the scatter seen in Fig. 7 represents the natural
variability of sediment supply/transport and error in
discharge estimations, particularly in the upper 20% of
the data points at discharges >25 m3/s.
2.3. Sediment deposition and alluvial fan growth

Fig. 6. Bedload flux versus total basal shear stress at Delta 5, 1997 –
1998 indicating negligible critical shear stress.

Two scales of sediment deposition actively shaped
the Pasig – Potrero alluvial fan: aggradation of the
incised channel bed by fluvial deposition and widespread deposition by lahars. These processes differed in
magnitude, duration, and depositional location. During
the 1997 and 1998 rainy seasons, fluvial sediment
transport and deposition was limited to the incised
channel and acted continuously, with most sediment
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Measured fluvial sediment transport rates at three
locations on the Pasig –Potrero fan 16, 24, and 36 km
from the crater showed a significant decrease in lowflow sediment transport down-fan (Fig. 8). Low-flow
transport rates normalized by the amount of sediment
transported onto the alluvial/lahar fan past Delta 5 (km
16) indicated that 20% of the total sediment (suspended plus bedload) transported onto the fan remained

Fig. 8. Spatial analysis of sediment transport rates shows a downfan decrease in transport. Each connected data set (black lines)
represents decreasing transport rates measured consecutively downstream at the three locations in a single day. Gray lines representing
suspended sediment concentration indicate that there is no down-fan
change in suspended sediment concentration. Long profile of the
Pasig – Potrero riverbed provided by PHIVOLCS.

transported during small thunderstorms that occurred
almost daily. Lahar transport occurred much less frequently, yet accounted for the majority of the total
sediment yield of the Pasig – Potrero River (Hayes,
1999).

Fig. 9. Time-sequential photographs at Delta 5 illustrating  5 m of
low-flow bed aggradation from August 1997 to September 1998.
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mobile past km 24, and only 14% was in motion at the
Transverse Dike. The decrease in suspended sediment
transport downstream was primarily a function of
decreased discharge down-fan due to infiltration of
water into the fan and not caused by a systematic
decrease in suspended-sediment concentration downfan. Hence,  80% of the sediment transported onto
the fan by fluvial processes was deposited within the
channel on the upper fan.
Measurements of bed aggradation support the conclusion that most fluvially transported sediment was
deposited on the upper fan. Bed aggradation documented with a gauge painted on the channel wall at
Delta 5 indicated 1.9 m of low-flow aggradation in 4
weeks in 1997 and 2.2 m in 5.5 weeks in 1998 (Fig. 9).
The net change in channel bed elevation at Delta 5 from
August 22, 1997, through September 21, 1998, was
 5 m. No noticeable change in bed elevation occurred
at the Transverse Dike either year. The majority of this
aggradation occurred during moderate flows (  30–
100 m3/s) caused by small thunderstorms and took
place entirely within the incised channel.
Lahar deposition was considerably more variable.
Although lahars occur only a few times a year during
large storms, they transport and deposit enormous
volumes of sediment; overbank lahar deposits blanket
a large portion of the mid to lower fan. Lahar depositional zones have migrated up and down the fan
resulting in substantial temporal variation in bed
elevation at the alluvial fanhead on the order of tens
of meters. During the 1997 and 1998 rainy seasons,
fluvial sediment transport resulted in bed aggradation
at the alluvial fanhead, whereas lahars incised the
fanhead and deposited sediment downstream on the
middle to lower fan. Stratigraphic evidence from a
lahar in August 1997 indicated initial aggradation of
the channel bed at Delta 5 of  4 m, followed by at
least 18 m of erosion, resulting in a net bed elevation
loss of 14 m from the pre-storm channel bed.

3. Discussion
3.1. Similarity between arid and volcanically disturbed rivers
Comparison of dimensionless bedload transport
rates to dimensionless shear stress incorporated the
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effects of different sediment and fluid densities and
bed grain size on bedload transport and allowed us to
compare transport rates measured in the Pasig –
Potrero River to those of other rivers (Fig. 10). Dimensionless bedload transport rates in the Pasig –
Potrero River were significantly higher than in rivers
with more uniform fine-grained beds, e.g. the sandy
East Fork River in Wyoming (Emmett et al., 1980,
1985) and coarser, gravel-bedded rivers like Oak
Creek in Oregon (Milhous, 1973) for the same shear
stress. Yet rates measured in the Pasig – Potrero River
were comparable to those measured during flash
floods in the ephemeral Nahal Yatir in Israel (Reid
et al., 1995) and in the North Fork Toutle River
following the 1980 eruption of Mount St. Helens
(Pitlick, 1992). The differences in transport rates
cannot be explained by simple trends in grain size or
slope (Table 3).
The high bedload transport rates measured in the
Pasig – Potrero River were due to the combined
effects of an enormous supply of easily mobilized,
fine-grained sediment and changes in the bed composition and morphology that affected the river’s
transport efficiency. The massive input of sediment
by the 1991 eruption of Mount Pinatubo reduced the
bed grain size and overall roughness of the Pasig –
Potrero River by burying the pre-existing channel in
the upper watershed under thick deposits of finegrained pyroclastic material (Major et al., 1996).
Post-eruption deposition of this sediment produced
a wide, flat braidplain devoid of vegetation with a
relatively fine-grained, smooth bed with roughness
values typical of sand-bedded rivers yet on much
steeper slopes than sand-bed channels are typically
found.
The eruption supplied far more sediment than the
river has been able to transport, thus ‘‘swamping’’ the
channel and preventing development of a coarse surface layer (Dietrich et al., 1989; Lisle and Madej,
1992). Recent studies document higher bedload efficiency over smooth beds in arid, ephemeral streams
than in channels with coarser-grained surface layers
(Laronne and Reid, 1993; Reid and Laronne, 1995)
and over sand portions of mixed-bed channels (Ferguson et al., 1989). Furthermore, where gravel and
cobbles are transported over a fine-grained bed, the
protrusion of large particles into the flow increases the
river’s competence, or ability to transport larger par-
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Fig. 10. Comparison of dimensionless bedload transport rates ( qb*)
against dimensionless shear stress (s*) for the Nahar Yatir (Reid et
al., 1995), the Pasig – Potrero River, the North Fork Toutle River
(Pitlick, 1992), Oak Creek (Milhous, 1973), and two sections on the
East Fork River located at the datum and 3256 m upstream (Emmett
et al., 1980, 1985). Dimensionless bedload transport rate ( qb*) is
given by qb * = qb/qs[ g(qs  q/q)D503]0.5 and dimensionless shear
stress (s*) is given by s * = s0 /(qs  q)gD50, where q and qs are the
fluid and sediment densities, g is gravitational acceleration, and D50
is the median grain size of the bed surface (Table 3).

ticles (Ferguson et al., 1989; Montgomery et al.,
1999).
The fine-grained, smooth, steep bed produced by
post-eruption deposition of sediment probably also
enhanced transport rates by inducing pulsating flow.
Pulsating flow, like the periodic bores witnessed in
the Pasig – Potrero, is most likely caused by the
formation and destruction of antidunes at near-critical
flow and is highly erosive due to a temporary increase
in flow depth and turbulence (Schumm et al., 1982;
Grant, 1997). We observed higher transport rates in
the wake of breaking antidunes and during the passage of bores. Large, previously stationary rocks were
commonly mobilized and transported short distances
by bores.
As bedload transport reflects a balance between
the forces acting on the bed and the forces resisting
motion (Eq. (2)), a massive disturbance like the 1991
eruption of Mount Pinatubo can alter the bedload
transport regime by changing the basal shear stress
(via changes in flow conditions) or the critical shear
stress (by changing the bed grain size through an
increase in sediment supplied to the channel). While
hydrologic changes that can affect basal shear stress,
such as increased runoff caused by a reduction in
infiltration capacity on hillslopes blanketed with finegrained ash, are relatively short-lived, changes to the
channel itself can persist for decades flowing a disturbance (Major et al., 2000). In undisturbed systems,
channel beds typically reflect flow conditions. However, immediately following a disturbance, channels
do not have time to re-adjust to the increased sediment load, resulting in finer-grained beds relative to
the pre-disturbance conditions. This in turn causes a
temporary increase in excess shear stress and accelerated bedload transport, as seen in channels on
Mount Pinatubo and Mount St. Helens. Flash floods
in arid environments also tend to have high excess
shear stress and therefore high bedload transport rates
because the discharges during flash floods are much
greater than typical flow conditions (Pitlick, 1992).
The high concentrations of suspended sediment measured in the water column at Mount Pinatubo and in
flash floods may further enhance bedload transport by
increasing the fluid viscosity and density, thus reducing particle settling velocity and increasing basal
shear stress (Bradley and McCutcheon, 1987; Simons
and Simons, 1987).
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Table 3
Hydraulic and bed characteristics of channels used in bedload transport rate comparison

Sampling method
Average water surface slope
Bed surface D50 (mm)
Subsurface D50 (mm)
Bedload D50 (mm)

Nahal Yatir,
Israel

Pasig – Potrero,
Mt. Pinatubo

North Fork
Toutle River,
Mt. St. Helens

Oak Creek,
Oregon

East Fork
River 0000

East Fork
River 3256

Birkbecktype slot
0.009
6
10
6

Helley – Smithtype (Elwha)
0.020
9.8
2
5

Helley – Smithtype (TR-2)
0.008
 30
N.D.
14

Birkbecktype slot
0.014
60
20
48

Conveyerbelt trap
0.001
1.4
N.D.
1

Helley –
Smith
0.001
6.8
N.D.
0.68

3.2. Implications of high post-eruption sediment
transport rates
The observation of very efficient bedload transport
has considerable implications for prediction of transport rates following watershed disturbance. Bedload
transport equations developed and calibrated in channels with armored beds, such as Oak Creek, or even
the same channel prior to an eruption may grossly
underestimate post-eruption bedload transport in
channels having finer-grained, unarmored beds. Channels in highly disturbed systems undergo morphologic
and hydrologic changes that make them more efficient
transporting agents, which recover to more stable
systems as the sediment supply is reduced. The
extreme sediment transport rates observed in the
Pasig – Potrero River reflect a positive feedback loop
in which the river’s transport capacity adjusted to the
sediment supply through reduced bed-surface grain
size and roughness, which in turn generated faster,
shallower, sediment-laden, near-critical flow with
high transport efficiency. Higher transport efficiency
allowed for removal of more sediment, which helped
reduce the overall sediment supply, thus speeding
watershed recovery.
Sediment transport following major explosive
eruptions can have persistent, far-reaching effects as
sediment is carried downstream into populated areas.
In 1997, normal streamflow transported  11 million
mg of sediment to the Pasig – Potrero alluvial fan,
accounting for roughly 25% of the total annual yield
but still two orders of magnitude more than the preeruption sedimentation levels in spite of 1997 being a
dry year (JICA, 1978; Hayes, 1999). The high fluvial
transport rates documented here lead to substantial
deposition on the Pasig – Potrero alluvial/lahar fan-

head. Channel bed aggradation reduces conveyance;
this loss of channel capacity can enhance the effects of
small floods, induce lateral bank erosion and thereby
threaten dikes, and increase the potential for channel
avulsion during high-flow events. Because recent
lahars incised the fanhead while fluvial transport
aggraded the channel bed, the sequence of erosion
and deposition, in addition to the magnitude of bed
aggradation, may be an important factor in determining where and when channel avulsion will occur.
Rivers draining volcanoes are capable of transporting very high sediment loads, similar to loads
transported by river in arid climates during flash
floods. Yet unlike an arid environment, volcanically
disturbed rivers are commonly subject to tropical
rainfall. The vast sediment supply and rapid hydrologic response characteristic of an arid environment
combined with tropical rainfall is a recipe for extreme
sediment yields, such as those experienced at Mount
Pinatubo.
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